It Will Pass
Writer: Dottie Rambo

Verse 1
SEE THE STORM, DO NOT FEAR IT
FEEL THE WINDS, DON’T BE ALARMED
IF YOUR SOUL CAN WEAR THE SORROW
THERE’S BOUND TO BE A RAINBOW AFTER THE STORM

Chorus
FOR IT WILL PASS, THE SUN WILL BREAK THROUGH
THE CLOUDS WILL ROLL BACK LIKE THE SEA
IF THROUGH TRIALS MY SOUL LEARNS PATIENCE
OH HOW SWEET MY VICTORY

Verse 2
OH SOUL BE CALM REST IN HIS KEEPING
NEVER FEAR, GOD HAS CONTROL
HE RIDES THE WIND AND CHARTS THE VESSEL
HE’LL CALM THOSE BILLOWS THAT TOSS YOU SO

Chorus
‘CAUSE IT WILL PASS, THE SUN WILL BREAK THROUGH
THE CLOUDS WILL ROLL BACK LIKE THE SEA
IF THROUGH TRIALS MY SOUL LEARNS PATIENCE
OH HOW SWEET MY VICTORY
OH HOW SWEET MY VICTORY
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